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We present a kinetic model for the sequence-dependent motion of RNA
polymerase (RNAP) during transcription elongation. For each NTP
incorporation, RNAP has a net forward translocation of one base-pair
along the DNA template. However, this process may involve the
exploration of back-tracked and forward-tracked translocation modes. In
our model, the kinetic rates for the reaction pathway, calculated based on
the stabilities of the transcription elongation complex (TEC), necessarily
lead to sequence-dependent NTP incorporation rates. Simulated RNAP
elongation kinetics is in good agreement with data from transcription gels
and single-molecule studies. The model provides a kinetic explanation for
well-known back-tracked pauses at transcript positions with unstable
TECs. It also predicts a new type of pause caused by an energetically
unfavorable transition from pre to post-translocation modes.
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Transcription is the first step in gene expression
and a major point of gene regulation. Transcription
elongation does not proceed at a uniform rate. In
particular, RNA polymerase (RNAP) tends to dwell
transiently at certain template positions known as
pause sites. In recent years, much progress has been
made in elucidating the mechanism of transcription
elongation (for reviews, see von Hippel1 and von
Hippel & Pasman2). Biochemical assays have led to
the suggestion that transcription pausing results
from misalignment of the RNA 3 0 end with the
RNAP active site.3–5 Theoretical work has provided
additional insights. Yager & von Hippel6 pioneered a
static sequence-dependent thermodynamic analysis
of transcription elongation complex (TEC) stability
of Escherichia coli RNAP, and suggested that a more
complete description of transcription would require
kinetic analysis. Matsuzaki et al.7 showed that a
simple kinetic model with a single rate-limiting step
for each NTP incorporation cycle could not adequately describe the elongation rates of RNA
polymerase III. Subsequently a number of models

have been proposed to describe each NTP incorporation cycle as multiple-step or even multiple-branch
reactions.8–10 One notable work among these is a
kinetic model proposed by Guajardo & Sousa8 that
clearly points out the importance of RNAP translocational motion in addition to the chemical
catalysis process in transcription kinetics. Although
these models have already shed much light on the
general transcription mechanism, there is still no
adequate explanation as to why misalignments of
the RNA 3 0 end are correlated with specific
sequences so as to induce pausing, and a theoretical
basis for the sequence-dependent kinetics of
transcription remains obscure.
The sequence-dependent kinetic model we
present here combines the essence of the works of
Yager & von Hippel6 and Guajardo & Sousa8 and
extends them by constructing a quantitative
sequence-dependent transcription energy landscape and performing a full kinetic analysis. This
model not only provides detailed explanations of
many existing experimental facts, but also predicts
kinetic properties of RNAP on various DNA
sequences. We expect this model to have broad
predictive power, and to be readily extendable
beyond transcription elongation.

Abbreviations used: RNAP, RNA polymerase; TEC,
transcription elongation complex; ss, single-stranded; ds,
double-stranded.
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Our RNAP kinetic model is based on the general
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thermal ratchet model for processive molecular
motors: its translocations are thermally activated,
and the net motion is forward biased by the RNA
polymerization reaction.
Transcription reaction pathway
Figure 1(a) is a schematic representation of the
transcription reaction pathway on which our model
is based. RNAP, DNA, and the nascent RNA
transcript form a TEC, in which a transcription
bubble has been opened inside the RNAP with the
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nascent RNA forming an RNA–DNA hybrid with
the single-stranded (ss) template DNA. During
elongation, RNAP can slide back and forth on the
DNA template, forming various configurations,3,8
which we refer to as translocation modes. Our
modes 0 and 1 are conventionally referred to in the
literature as the pre and post-translocation states,
respectively. Only when the TEC is in translocation
mode 1 is the RNAP’s active site adjacent to the 3 0
end of the RNA, so that the next nucleotide can bind
and be incorporated. A nucleotide incorporation
brings the TEC to translocation mode 0 and the TEC

Figure 1. Schematic representations of the reaction pathways. (a) Transcription elongation pathways. Each ovalshaped cartoon represents a TEC configuration and its black box represents the active site of RNAP. The DNA template is
stationary throughout the Figure; the RNAP is moving. (N,0) and (N,1) states are colored to indicate that they are
indispensable for elongation and are part of the main pathway. (b) and (c) The structures of TECs in the (N,0) and (N,1)
states, respectively (also see Table 1).
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must move forward on the DNA template by 1 bp
(returning to mode 1) to allow incorporation of the
next NTP. Translocation between modes 0 and 1,
together with NTP binding and catalysis, are
indispensable for transcription elongation and
thus belong to the main reaction pathway. On the
other hand, RNAP can also enter branched pathways by back-tracking (modes K1, K2,.) or
forward-tracking (modes 2, 3,.). In order to
simulate the kinetic details of transcription, it is
necessary to quantify all reaction rates for both the
main and branched pathways. In our model, these
rates depend strongly on the stability of the TEC
and therefore on the nucleic acid sequence within
the TEC complex.
TEC state energy
Each combination of transcript length N and
translocation mode m defines a TEC state (N,m). Its
state energy DGN,m is a measure of the TEC stability
and is represented by the standard free energy of
formation of the complex from its isolated
components:6
DGN;m Z DGN;m; DNA bubble
C DGN;m; RNA–DNA hybrid
C DGN;m; RNAP binding

(1)

The first and second terms, respectively, are the free
energy changes involved in the formation of the
DNA bubble and the RNA–DNA hybrid. These two
terms are clearly sequence-dependent and are
calculated using a nearest-neighbor model with
energy values at 24 8C11,12 under the assumption6
that base-paring energy in a TEC is comparable to
that measured in solution. For a TEC in mode 1 and
forward-tracked modes, the unpaired singlestranded template DNA nucleotide immediately
adjacent to the 3 0 end of the RNA is likely to orient
itself with respect to the RNA–DNA hybrid inside
the RNAP main channel and thereby contribute to
the overall stability of the TEC. In the absence of

measured values for this additional energy, we
approximate it as half of the free energy change
that would occur if this DNA nucleotide were to pair
with its corresponding RNA nucleotide (see
Materials and Methods for a detailed explanation
of this assumption). The third term in the state
energy expression corresponds to interactions
between the RNAP and the nucleic acids, and is
treated as a sequence-independent constant (taken
to be 0 in our case) similar to the treatment by Yager
& von Hippel.6 Our model currently does not
consider the energy contributed by possible
formation of RNA secondary structures.
According to its definition, DGN,m depends on the
template DNA sequence as well as the structure of
the TEC. The TEC structure is characterized by
three parameters: the number of DNA base-pairs in
the transcription bubble, the number of base-pairs
in the RNA–DNA hybrid, and the number of
ssDNA nucleotides between the active site and the
downstream dsDNA (Figure 1(b) and (c)). We
currently use the TEC structure of E. coli RNAP,
although our formalism is not restricted to this
polymerase. Table 1 (Experimental range) shows
ranges of values obtained from established biochemical studies.13–15 For our calculations, we chose
a set of values (Table 1, Values used here) that are
within these ranges.
As first pointed out by Yager & von Hippel,6 we
also found that the calculated DGN,m values have a
broad distribution over a typical long DNA
sequence. For instance, the value of DGN,0 over the
first 500 nucleotides on the pKA2 template (see
Materials and Methods) varies between 5 kBT and
22 kBT, where kBT is the thermal energy. As shown
in the following sections, this large dynamic range
has important implications and naturally leads to
dramatically different kinetic behaviors of RNAP at
different template positions.
The main reaction pathway
The main reaction pathway is modeled as a threestep reaction:

Table 1. Values of model parameters

Experimental range13–15
Value used here
Predicted range

DNA bubble (bp)

RNA–DNA hybrid
(bp)

Downstream ssDNA
(nt)

12–14
12
9–16

8–9
9
8–10

1–2
1
0–4

Parameter description

Symbol and value
a

Rate of NTP catalysis and PPi release
Equilibrium dissociation constant for a complementary NTPa
Equilibrium dissociation constant for a non-complementary NTP
Rate constant pre-factor
Energy barrier height of back-tracked modesa
Energy barrier height between modes 1 and 2
Forward-tracking energy barrier slope
a

Tuned parameter.

kmaxZ24.7G1.9 sK1
Kd,cZ15.6G3.9 mM
Kd,ncZ2!104 mM
k0Z1.0!109 sK1
DG†b Z 46:2G0:6 kB T
DG†142 Z 40:0 kB T
sfZ3.1 kBT/nt
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(2)

Methods). In the current model, we also assume
that the values of Kd,c, K d,nc, and k max are
independent of NTP type.
The branched reaction pathways

Here, translocations between modes 0 and 1, as well
as NTP binding, are assumed to follow rapid
equilibrium kinetics. The translocation equilibrium
assumption was suggested and used by Guajardo &
Sousa.8 The equilibrium assumption for NTP
binding has also been used extensively in RNAP
elongation kinetic studies.8,16,17 Similar assumptions for DNA polymerases are supported by
biochemical studies.18–20 The equilibrium assumption for NTP binding is more likely to be accurate at
high NTP concentrations. If NTP binding is a
diffusion-limited process and the diffusion coefficient of NTP in the RNAP secondary channel is
comparable to that in bulk solution, the equilibrium
could be well established at sub-nanomolar
concentrations of NTP. Thus, it is reasonable to
assume that equilibrium is established under our
experimental conditions of R50 mM NTPs.
The main reaction pathway above is equivalent to
Michaelis–Menton enzyme kinetics in the presence
of a competitive inhibitor. The equilibrium constant
for translocations between (N,0) and (N,1) is solely
determined by their state energies:


Ki Z exp ðDGN;1 K DGN;0 Þ=kB T

Translocations in the branched reaction pathways
cannot be assumed to be in equilibrium. An
assumption of equilibrium would give predictions
of extensive back-tracking leading to frequent arrest
and extensive forward-tracking leading to frequent
premature termination during continuous
elongation, neither of which is observed experimentally.22,23 The idea that translocations to and
among back-tracked states are, in general, not in
equilibrium is also supported by experimental
evidence that back-tracking occurs much more
slowly than active elongation.3,4 A possible reason
that back-tracked energy barriers would be high is
steric hindrance for the 3 0 end of the RNA to thread
into the RNAP’s secondary channel. Therefore these
translocation rates, rather than equilibrium
constants, must be determined for the branched
reaction pathways. According to Arrhenius kinetics,
the rate of translocation from a given mode (N,m) to
an adjacent mode (N,mG1), kN,m/mG1, depends on
the difference between the height of the activation
barrier ðDG†N;m4mG1 Þ and the energy of the initial mode
(DGN,m):

leading to the apparent equilibrium dissociation
constant for NTP binding:

(4)

Kd0

Z Kd f1 C exp ½ðDGN;1 K DGN;0 Þ=kB Tg

The irreversible step with the apparent rate kmax
value includes NTP catalysis, PPi release, and
possibly other steps that occur after NTP binding
and before the subsequent RNAP translocation.
Among these steps, the NTP catalysis step is likely
to be too fast to limit kmax based on kinetic
measurements of both RNA and DNA polymerases.17,18,21 Currently, we neglect pyrophosphorolysis due to the slow rate of the reverse
catalysis under our typical transcription conditions
of very low PPi concentration.
The overall reaction rate of the main pathway can
be expressed as
kmain Z

kmax ½NTP
Kd f1 C exp ½ðDGN;1 K DGN;0 Þ=kB Tg C ½NTP
(3)

where kmax and Kd are fitting parameters in the
model and are tuned according to transcription
velocity data from single-molecule studies (see
Materials and Methods). Note that KK1
d reflects the
affinity of an incoming NTP for the active site. If an
NTP is complementary to the template DNA then
KdZKd,c; otherwise KdZKd,nc, where Kd,nc should
be much greater than Kd,c, to account for the high
fidelity of transcription (see Materials and

kN;m/mG1 Z k0 exp ½KðDG†N;m4mG1 K DGN;m Þ=kB T
where k0 is a pre-factor constant. DGN,m and
DG†N;m4mG1 can be represented in a schematic energy
landscape of translocation for a given transcript size
N, as shown in Figure 2(a). The energy minima
represent the free energies of various translocation
modes DGN,m, which are separated by energy barriers
DG†N;m4mG1 : The barrier between modes 0 and 1 in the
energy landscape is represented by a dotted curve,
since it is unnecessary to know its value as long as this
barrier is low enough to ensure equilibrium between
these two modes. However, back-tracking and
forward-tracking barriers need to be quantified.
Due to the lack of direct measurements, these barrier
heights were tuned from transcription gel data after
some simplifying assumptions (see Materials and
Methods).

Results and Discussion
Table 1 summarizes all the parameters used in
this model and lists a set of parameter values valid
for our experimental conditions. Note that only
three parameters were tuned (Figure 2(b)–(d); also
see Materials and Methods). The remaining
parameters were either dependent parameters, or
were set based on experimental considerations (see
Materials and Methods). It is important to note that
the three tuned parameters constitute a very small
set given the great complexity of the transcription
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the translocation energy landscape and tuned model parameters. (a) A typical
translocation energy landscape at a given transcript length N. The parameters used to construct the landscape (see
Table 1) are indicated on the Figure, in which DG†b is a tuned parameter in the model. (b)–(d) Plots of the square of the
difference between the simulated and experimental data as a function of Kd,c/kmax (b), kmax (c) and DG†b (d) (see Materials
and Methods for details). These plots only focus on the part of parameter space where each difference is close to its
minimum. Much wider ranges of parameters were explored to ensure the uniqueness of these minima.

kinetics arising from different DNA sequences. The
uncertainties of tuned parameters shown in Table 1
also provide estimates of the valid ranges of these
parameters, i.e. outside these parameter ranges,
simulations start to deviate significantly from
experimental results. Once these parameters were
tuned, the model was established. The model could
then be used to make a number of successful and
insightful predictions.
Comparison of the model with experimental data
We simulated transcription gels on various DNA
sequences and some examples are shown in
Figures 3–5. The good agreement between the
simulated and experimental gels indicates that the
model has captured much of the essence of the
sequence-dependent transcription elongation
kinetics.
Figure 3(a) shows experimental and simulated
transcription gels on the pTS146 template, which
contains a well-characterized DtR2 sequence with
two distinctive back-tracked pause sites3,4,24,25
(Figure 3(b)). The only information from the DtR2
sequence that was used to tune the model was the
overall probability of pausing at the two pause sites
(see Materials and Methods). This information was
used to tune the back-tracked barrier height DG†b ;
which, in the model, is the same for every template
position and therefore affects their back-tracking
probabilities in the same way. It is important to note
that the locations of pauses, the relative probability
of pausing between the two pause sites within the

DtR2 sequence, and in fact the relative probability of
pausing between any two sites on the template were
not tunable in the simulated gel and were solely
determined by the sequence-dependent state
energies (see Materials and Methods). The model
naturally predicts positions C83 and C84 to be the
strongest back-tracked pause sites on the template
(Figure 3(a)). In addition, when the concentration of
UTP was increased from 60 mM to 210 mM, the
model predicted the correct ratio of pause
probabilities at each of the two sites (Figure 3(e)).
Figure 4 is a comparison of experimental and
simulated gels on a DNA template that was not
used to tune any model parameters. The template
contains a well-characterized ltR1 sequence,26,27
which is known to have three pause clusters labeled
1, 2, and 3, with pausing at cluster 2 likely being
hairpin-dependent.28 Since our model currently
does not consider RNA hairpins, we expect that
the model will not be able to make an accurate
prediction for cluster 2, but should be able to predict
pausing at clusters 1 and 3. Indeed the simulated gel
correctly predicted pause locations within the
experimental uncertainties in clusters 1 and 3.
Both experimental and simulated gels also show
that the pause durations decrease with an increase
in NTP concentration, although some discrepancy
remains in the actual durations of the pauses (see
discussion below). Our model identified pauses
within clusters 1 and 3 as primarily belonging to a
new type of pause as discussed below in detail.
Figure 5 is another example of a comparison of
experimental and simulated gels on another DNA
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Figure 3. Simulation of the
transcription gel on the pTS146
template. (a) Transcription gel on
the pTS146 template containing
the DtR2 pause sequence and its
simulation. Reactions were carried
out at two different UTP concentrations as indicated. The locations
of the two most prominent pauses
at positions C83 (red) and C84
(blue) on the experimental gel are
also correctly predicted in the
simulated gel. The same color
system applies to (b)–(e). (b) The
DtR2 pause sequence with the two
pause sites indicated. (c) and (d)
DGN,0 and (DGN,1KDGN,0) versus
transcript length N. TECs at positions C83, C84, and C85 have a
relatively high probability of backtracking due to their high DGN,0
values. However, for the C85 site,
dwell time in the back-tracked
states is too short to be detectable.
(e) The fraction of TECs at positions C83 and C84 as a function
of time at two different UTP
concentrations. The red (C83)
and blue (C84) dots are experimental data obtained by line
scans of the transcription experimental gel in (a), and the corresponding simulations are shown
as red and blue curves.

template (pKA2) that was not used to tune any
model parameters. Within the uncertainties of the
experimental data, there is very good agreement
between the experimental and simulated gels in

terms of the overall rate of RNA synthesis and
locations of major pause sites. The model also
indicates that the mechanism of pausing at those
pause sites is due to RNAP back-tracking. Given
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Figure 4. Simulation of the transcription gel on the ltR1 template. (a) Prominent pause positions within the ltR1
sequence on a biochemical gel. The left lane shows the transcript size distribution after 20 s of transcription on this
template at 200 mM NTP. The most prominent pauses on this gel are indicated by arrows on the left and their positions
were determined by comparison with both a 10 bp DNA ladder (M1) and an RNA ladder (M2). M2 was generated by
runoff transcription using different lengths of PCR products of the ltR1 template, producing 90, 120, and 200 nt
transcript sizes. Comparison between M1 and M2 shows that the DNA ladder can indeed be used to estimate the RNA
transcript size. The uncertainties of the estimated RNA lengths are 3–5 nt, depending on the RNA length.
(b) Transcription gel on the ltR1 sequence at four different NTP concentrations and its simulation. The vertical bars
indicate the pause clusters 1–3 mapped from a previous biochemistry study.26 The pause positions in the simulated gel
(indicated by arrows on the right) agree with those of the biochemical gel (arrows on the left) within experimental
uncertainties. (c) and (d) (DGN,1KDGN,0) and DGN,0 on the ltR1 template. The major pause positions in (a) correlate with
the most prominent maxima in (DGN,1KDGN,0), and are identified by our model as primarily pre-translocation pauses
(see the text for details).
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Figure 5. Simulation of the transcription gel on the pKA2 template. (a) Transcription gel on the pKA2 sequence at
1 mM NTP concentration and its simulation. The positions of the most prominent pauses identified in the biochemical
gel agree with those in the simulated gel within experimental uncertainties. (b) and (c) DGN,0 and (DGN,1KDGN,0) on the
pKA2 template. The major pause positions in (a) correlate with the prominent maxima in DGN,0, and were identified by
our model as back-tracked pauses (see the text for details).

that our model presently does not consider RNA
secondary structures and therefore cannot predict
hairpin-dependent pauses, this agreement also
indicates that hairpin-dependent pauses are not
major constituents of the observed pauses on the
pKA2 template.
To evaluate the agreement between experimental
and simulated gels more quantitatively, we compared their intensity profiles by cross-correlation
(see Materials and Methods). Three parameters
characterize the normalized cross-correlation function. (1) The height of the peak near zero displacement measures the extent of correlation. Its value
can be from K1 to C1, with C1 being perfect

correlation, K1 being perfect anti-correlation, and 0
being no correlation. (2) The offset of the peak from
zero displacement measures the offset between the
two functions that are being cross-correlated. (3)
The width of the peak reflects the widths of the
dominant peaks in the two functions that are being
cross-correlated. An example is shown in Figure 6
with the intensity profiles (Figure 6(a) and (b)) of
the 20 s lanes of the experimental and simulated
pKA2 gels (Figure 5(a)) and their normalized crosscorrelation function (Figure 6(c)). In Figure 6(c), the
dominant peak with heightw0.5 indicates a good
correlation between the two gels. The 1 nt offset and
the w3 nt width of the peak are well within the
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Figure 6. Normalized cross-correlation of transcription
gel intensity profiles. (a) and (b) The intensity versus
transcript length of the 20 s lane on the experimental (a)
and simulated (b) pKA2 gel. (c) The normalized crosscorrelation function between (a) and (b).

experimental uncertainty for position determination. Averaged over all lanes on a given gel, the
correlation peak height is 0.8 for the pTS146 gel, 0.4
for the ltR1 gel and 0.5 for the pKA2 gel. For all the
gels, the offsets of the peaks are within 2 nt and the
widths are about 3 nt. These data show quantitatively that the simulated gel patterns, especially the
predicted major pausing sites, agree with experimental data to within experimental uncertainties.
Simulated individual RNAP motions also

correspond well with single-molecule data (Figure
7(a)). These data are from a template similar to that
used for the transcription gel in Figure 5, but were
necessarily taken from a different sequence section
that was further from the promoter due to the time
lag between the introduction of the NTPs into the
sample chamber and the start of measurement. All
the single molecule data used in this study were
taken under low assisting force (4 pN), which
would have little effect on elongation kinetics.29,30
Because the absolute position accuracy of the single
molecule traces is w100 bp,31 the locations of the
predicted pauses cannot be verified directly. Nonetheless, other features can be compared directly. In
particular, the distributions of pause duration, time
between pauses, and distance between pauses show
excellent agreement with those predicted by the
model (Figure 7(b)–(d)).
This agreement lends further support to the
model. It shows the model correctly predicts the
average pausing probability, at least on this
particular DNA template at this NTP concentration.
Furthermore, the distributions of the time and
distance between pauses follow single-exponential
functions, not because pausing occurs in a random
and sequence-independent manner, but because the
sequence-dependent pausing sites are distributed
randomly on the template and pausing probability
at a given pause site is low. The distribution of
pause duration follows approximately a doubleexponential function, and the “fast” and “slow”
components turn out to correspond to two different
pausing mechanisms (see below for more details).
Mechanistic insights from the model
This model helps to identify pause sites and
sheds light on the mechanism of transcription

Figure 7. Comparison with
single-molecule data. (a) Some
examples of single-molecule
traces of RNAP motion on the
pRL574 template at 1 mM
ATP/CTP/GTP and 50 mM UTP
under a 4 pN assisting force. Black
traces are from simulations and
gray traces are from experimental
measurements. For clarity, the
traces are offset along the time
axis. (b)–(d) Comparison of experimental and predicted probability
density functions of pause duration (b), time between pauses (c),
and distance between pauses (d),
analyzed from data such as those
in (a). Experimental data are
shown as vertical bars with error
bars; simulations are shown as
smooth curves.
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pausing. Two types of pauses have been previously
identified: the hairpin-induced pause5 and the
back-tracked pause.3–5 As pointed out earlier, our
model currently does not consider the hairpininduced pause. However, it does consider the
back-tracked pause, and also predicts a new type
of pause, which we refer to as the pre-translocation
pause.
The model provides a kinetic explanation for
back-tracked pauses and indicates that a backtracked pause typically occurs near an unstable
TEC complex (Figures 3 and 5). Our model predicts
that a back-tracked pause is induced by an unstable
TEC state (Figure 8(a), green curve), rather than just

Figure 8. Mechanisms and characteristics of pauses.
(a) Energy landscapes at three sites that lead to different
RNAP kinetics. A back-tracked pause site (at 152 nt on
pKA2; green) has a very high state energy at mode 0;
while a pre-translocation pause site (at 136 nt on the ltR1
sequence; red) has a large state energy difference between
modes 1 and 0. For comparison, a non-pausing site (at
125 nt on pKA2; black) is also shown. The same color
system applies to (b) and (c). (b) Time-courses for a single
nucleotide incorporation at these three sites. At time 0,
molecules in a population of RNAP are in state (N,0). The
curves show the fraction of molecules that complete a
nucleotide incorporation to transcript size NC1 as a
function of time. (c) The corresponding dwell time
distributions of molecules at transcript length N before
escaping to transcript size NC1 at these three sites.
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a weak RNA–DNA hybrid (e.g. a U-stretch hybrid)
although the latter is usually a special case of the
former. When a TEC is in its main reaction pathway,
its probability of back-tracking is determined by a
competition among three different kinetic rates:
back-tracking, NTP incorporation, and forwardtracking. In most cases, forward-tracking can be
neglected due to its low probability of occurrence
and/or short duration. To favor back-tracking over
NTP incorporation, the (N,0) state must be
relatively unstable with a high value of DGN,0 (see
equation (4)). Back-tracking is further favored
over NTP incorporation if kmain is slow due to
low NTP concentration and/or a high value of
(DGN,1KDGN,0) (see equation (3)). However, when
DGN,0 is at a local maximum, the corresponding
(DGN,1KDGN,0) value is usually close to a local
minimum. Consequently, the model predicts that
the highest back-tracking probability usually occurs
1–2 bp before the template position of DGN,0 local
maximum, rather than right at the local maximum
(see Figure 3(c) and (d) as examples).
A back-tracked pause site that is detectable on a
transcription gel requires a combination of long
pause duration as well as high pause probability.
For example, our model predicts three sites with
high probability of back-tracking within the DtR2
sequence: C83, C84, and C85 nt (Figure 3). These
sites are located at or immediately prior to a local
maximum in DGN,0. Out of these sites, C83 and
C84 pause sites were detected in both experimental
and simulated gels. However, pausing at the C85
site was absent from both gels. The model indicates
that at this site, its back-tracked states are so
unstable that the TEC dwells only briefly in those
states before returning to the main pathway.
The model predicts that at a back-tracked pause
site, while a fraction of RNAP molecules is able to
complete NTP incorporation without any backtracking, some RNAP molecules back-track before
the incorporation of the next NTP (Figure 8(b) and
(c), green curves). Once a TEC is in a back-tracked
state, it usually dwells there for a long time before
returning to the (N,0) state, leading to a long tail in
the dwell time distribution. Our model predicts that
back-tracking during continuous elongation under
relatively high NTP concentration usually does not
exceed 2–3 bp, and more extensive back-tracking
will lead to apparent arrest over the finite experimental time-scale.
Our model also predicts a new type of pause, the
pre-translocation pause. This type of pause occurs
when the (N,1) state is much less stable than the
(N,0) state (Figure 4(c), and the red curve of
Figure 8(a)). Thus a pre-translocation pause occurs
at a site with a large (DGN,1KDGN,0) and therefore a
large K 0 d value, resulting in a slow rate of NTP
incorporation. In contrast with a back-tracked
pause, the entire RNAP population is expected
to follow the same, slow kinetic pathway at a
pre-translocation pause site. Under high NTP
concentration the pause duration at a pre-translocation pause site is typically rather short (wa few
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seconds) (Figure 8(b) and (c), red curves), making
them somewhat elusive experimentally on a
transcription gel. Consequently, prominent
transcription pauses identified from transcription
gels are mostly back-tracked pauses, e.g. pauses at
152 nt and 235 nt on the pKA2 template (Figure 5).
Nonetheless, very strong pre-translocation
pauses can be observed on transcription gels,
especially under low NTP concentrations, such as
the well-defined pause clusters 1 and 3 on the ltR1
sequence27 (Figure 4).
Our model also provides an explanation for the
short and long pause components in the pause
duration histograms observed from previous
single-molecule studies;30,31 they are attributable
to pre-translocation and back-tracked pauses,
respectively. The kinetics at both back-tracked and
pre-translocation pause sites are sensitive to NTP
concentration. For both types of pause, a lower
[NTP] leads to enhanced pausing, and the dependence of pausing on [NTP] is affected strongly by
the rate constants at the pause site, and is therefore
sequence specific. In general, a pre-translocation
pause is more sensitive to [NTP] than a backtracked pause.
The kinetic predictions described above depend
strongly on the TEC stability calculations. Since
TEC stability is a strong function of the TEC
structural parameter values, we investigated
whether other values could also produce the same
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pausing patterns. We therefore computed DGN,0 on
the pKA2 template using different TEC structure
parameter values, and found ranges of values that
could produce the prominent pausing patterns at
the correct locations within the uncertainties of the
experimental values (Table 1, Predicted range;
Figure 9). These predicted ranges will likely narrow
further with more extensive comparison with
experimental data. As shown in Table 1, our
predicted ranges of the TEC structure parameter
values have considerable overlap with biochemically and structurally determined values. This
agreement further supports our conclusion that
the majority of the observable pauses are due to
unstable TECs.
One important characterization of the RNAP
motor is its force–velocity relation. That is, how
the transcription velocity depends on an external
load exerted on the RNAP. Our model predicts a
small but non-zero dependence of transcription
velocity on an external force even under saturating
NTP concentrations, which is inconsistent with
conclusions from a number of previous singlemolecule studies.29,30,32 However, we found transcription elongation in single molecule studies to be
extremely sensitive to experimental conditions.
Therefore, it is not surprising that previous singlemolecule studies performed under apparently
similar conditions did not produce the same
transcription kinetics. A fair comparison of our

Figure 9. TEC structural parameter values determined using the pKA2 template. (a)–(d) Some examples of DGN,0 on
the pKA2 template calculated with different TEC structural parameter values as indicated in the table on the right. Gray
bars indicate the pause positions estimated from the experimental gel (Figure 5) with the width of the bars indicating
their uncertainties. (a) When TEC structural parameter values used in the simulations presented here were used to
compute DGN,0, the two highest maxima (indicated by vertical arrows) correlated well with the three expected major
pause sites. (b) Good correlation still exists when DGN,0 values were calculated from TEC parameter values close to those
used in (a). (c) and (d) The correlation is reduced as the parameter values deviate significantly from those used in (a).
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model with experiments on the force–velocity
relation requires that the experiments be performed
under transcription conditions identical with those
used to tune the model parameters. This will be
realized in our future endeavors.
Limitations of the current model and outlook
We present a model that shows much promise in
predicting transcription elongation kinetics. Nonetheless, some discrepancies remain between the
simulated and experimental transcription data.
Future improvements in the model will likely
improve its predictive power. For example, RNA
hairpins can be incorporated into this model in
order to predict hairpin-dependent pauses. It is also
possible that different NTPs have different Kd and
kmax values, which were assumed to be the same for
all NTPs in the current model. Incorporation of
NTP-dependent parameters will likely allow more
precise predictions of RNAP motions, especially at
lower NTP concentrations. The current model also
does not predict accurately some pause durations,
possibly in part due to the assumption that the
back-tracked activation barrier heights are transcript size-independent. An additional contribution
to this discrepancy could arise from the
uncertainties in the state energy calculations
(w1 kBT), which are due to uncertainties in the
available experimental thermodynamic values for
DNA–DNA or RNA–DNA duplexes.11,12
Biochemically, it has been difficult to identify
unique or consensus pause sequences. Thus, an
important contribution of this model is its ability to
predict new pause sites, some of which may serve
as regulatory signals for transcription. This model
indicates that a large number of DNA sequences
may produce back-tracked or pre-translocation
pause sites, depending on the stability of the TEC
at those sites. This work illustrates the importance
of the TEC stability in transcription elongation as
was first proposed by Yager & von Hippel6 over a
decade ago, and provides a kinetic explanation of
sequence-dependent RNAP motions.

Materials and Methods
Transcription assays
Bulk transcription assays and single-molecule
measurements were carried out using E. coli RNAP at
24(G1) 8C in buffer containing 25 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8.1),
100 mM KCl, 4 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 3% (v/v) glycerol,
following protocols similar to those described.31 Four
DNA templates were used: (1) pKA2 template composed
of the l phage 82 late promoter followed by the rpoB gene;
(2) pRL574 template composed of the T7A1 promoter
followed by the rpoB gene; (3) pTS146 template containing
the l phage 82 late promoter and the DtR2 pause sequence
(tR2 terminator with truncated upstream half of the
hairpin);23 (4) ltR1 template containing the l phage 82
late promoter and the CA159D13 sequence26 at 113–324 nt
which contains the pause clusters 1–3.
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Energetic contribution of the ss template DNA
nucleotide immediately adjacent to the 3 0 end of the
RNA
Previous thermodynamic studies33,34 of DNA or RNA
duplexes showed a significant contribution of the
dangling end to the overall stability of the duplex and
the corresponding “dangling energy” is strongly
sequence-dependent. For a DNA duplex, the average
dangling energy is 0.8 kBT at room temperature,33 which
is about 30% of the average energy contributed by a
complete base-pair (2.8 kBT).11 For an RNA duplex, the
average dangling energy (0.34 kBT)34 is about 10% of the
average base-pairing energy (3.8 kBT).34 Therefore, it is
reasonable to assume that the single-stranded template
DNA nucleotide immediately adjacent to the 3 0 end of the
RNA in the transcription bubble will contribute to the
stability of the TEC, since it will likely orient itself with
respect to the RNA–DNA hybrid inside the RNAP main
channel. However, there are no experimental data
available for the dangling energy of an RNA–DNA
hybrid. Furthermore, the dangling energy in the RNAP
would be expected to be different from that measured in
solution because of constraints imposed by the RNAP. In
the (N,0) or other back-tracked states, the dangling energy
is likely to be small, since the single-stranded template
DNA nucleotide immediately adjacent to the RNA 3 0 end
is largely bent away from the RNA–DNA hybrid and
extensively interacts with the RNAP.35 In contrast, for the
(N,1) and other forward-tracked states, the singlestranded template DNA nucleotide is brought into a
large protein cavity so that its base has no direct
interaction with RNAP and its orientation is fixed by
constraints imposed by the phosphate backbone that links
it to the adjacent upstream and downstream nucleotides
in the template strand.36 This oriented base thus probably
has stronger interactions with the adjacent RNA–DNA
hybrid than those from a dangling end in solution.
Therefore, we added a dangling energy term to the (N,1)
and other forward-tracked state energies, and assumed it
to be 50% of the free energy of the corresponding terminal
base-pair. This treatment is similar to that described by
Yager & von Hippel,6 where the terminal DNA energy
was taken as 50% of the complete base-pair energy.
Parameter tuning
Simulated data were generated by using Monte Carlo
techniques and/or by solving a set of coupled first-order
differential kinetic equations. The three tuned parameters, kmax, Kd,c, and DG†b ; discussed in detail below,
were decoupled in the tuning process and their values
listed in Table 1 were obtained by the least-squares
method, which minimized the difference between simulated results and the corresponding experimental data.
The set of best-fit parameter values was first found by a
Simplex algorithm37 and later confirmed by exhaustive
search over a very large range in the parameter space
(over several orders of magnitude). Only one minimum
was detected over this range and the uncertainty in each
fitting parameter is reflected by its uncertainty, as shown
in Table 1.
kmax, Kd,c, and Kd,nc
kmax and Kd,c can be determined by the average
elongation velocity when RNAP is not paused under
various NTP concentrations. In principle, this velocity
could be obtained from biochemical transcription gels. In
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practice, transcription gels can only give rough estimates.
This is because the transcript size at a given time-point on
a gel shows active elongation interrupted by numerous
pauses; some are long and many are somewhat short,
leading to asynchronous RNAP motion. Furthermore, the
probability of pausing at any given pause site is not
always 100% and the escape from a pause often follows
complex kinetics, leading to additional asynchrony. The
resulting large spread in the RNA transcript size makes it
difficult to estimate the average elongation velocity from a
transcription gel. Therefore, we determined kmax and Kd,c
based on single-molecule transcription measurements.
The single-molecule experimental configuration used
here was the same as described,31 except that the
microsphere was attached to the upstream DNA end in
order to exert an assisting force on the RNAP. Briefly,
paused transcription complexes were formed by NTP
starvation on the pRL574 template using HA-tagged
RNAP and immobilized on an anti-HA-coated microscope coverslip in a flow chamber. After the addition of
1 mM of all four NTPs (condition 1) or 1 mM ATP/CTP/
GTP and 50 mM UTP (condition 2), the motion of
individual RNAP molecules was monitored in real time
under 4 pN of assisting force using an optical trapping
setup. The 4 pN force is low enough so as not to alter
transcription kinetics significantly.29,30 The position versus
time data on the pRL574 template from C200 nt to
C1000 nt were smoothed using a 1.0 s Gaussian low-pass
filter and the instantaneous transcription velocity from
each trace was computed. Then, a velocity distribution
was generated with equal statistical weight given to each
template position. This analysis effectively removed the
contribution due to pausing, since no change in template
position took place during a pause. Combining velocity
distributions for all traces obtained under a given NTP
condition produced a well-defined non-zero velocity
peak that was well fit by a single Gaussian function.
The mean of this distribution is therefore a measure of the
average (over the template) elongation velocity of the
main pathway hkmainiexp.
Corresponding simulated single-molecule traces of
transcript size versus time were generated using a
range of parameter values for kmax and Kd,c. White noise
(G10 bp standard deviation) was added to these traces to
simulate thermal fluctuations under experimental conditions. These simulated traces were then similarly
analyzed to obtain the average (over the template)
elongation velocity from the main pathway hkmainisim.
To tune kmax and Kd,c, we conceptually take advantage
of the following relation derived from equation (3):
1
1
K
kmain ð½NTP1 Þ kmain ð½NTP2 Þ
Z

Kd;c
f1 C exp ½ðDGN;1
kmax


1
1
K DGN;0 Þ=kB Tg
K
½NTP1 ½NTP2

(5)

where kmain([NTP]1) is the kmain value obtained at NTP
condition 1 and kmain([NTP]2) is the kmain obtained at NTP
condition 2. This relation shows that the difference
between the reciprocal of the main pathway elongation
rates under two different NTP conditions is solely
determined by the parameter Kd,c/kmax. The best-fit
value of Kd,c/kmax was obtained by minimizing the
difference between the simulated and experimental
values of:

1
1
K
hkmain ð½NTP1 Þi hkmain ð½NTP2 Þi
Once the best-fit value of Kd,c/kmax was obtained, we
further determined kmax by conceptually using the
following relation:
K
1
1
Z
C d;c f1 C exp ½ðDGN;1
kmain ð½NTPÞ kmax kmax
K DGN;0 Þ=kB Tg

1
½NTP

(6)

The best-fit value of kmax was obtained by minimizing the
difference between the simulated and experimental
values of hkmaini under both NTP conditions.
Once Kd,c/kmax and kmax values were known, Kd,c was
then determined. It is worth noting that the tuned value of
Kd,c is comparable to values determined experimentally
by Rhodes & Chamberlin16 although their measured
values actually correspond to our K 0 d,c value, which is
greater than Kd,c. However, we simulated transcription at
24 8C whereas their experiments were carried out at 37 8C,
and it is known that dissociation constants decrease with
an increase in temperature. It is likely that Kd,c is NTP
type-dependent16 so the Kd,c value determined using our
method may better reflect that of UTP, since only [UTP]
was varied here.
For simplicity, our model currently allows competition
and incorporation of non-complementary NTPs, but it
does not consider the altered incorporation kinetics after
mis-incorporation.38 Under this assumption, our model
has little dependence on Kd,c as long as it is much
greater than Kd,c. Kd,nc was set to be w103 Kd,c so as to
account for the experimentally observed w10K3 misincorporation rate for in vitro transcription.38 This treatment is probably an oversimplification, since there is
evidence that the difference between Kd,c and Kd,nc is not
this large16 so that the NTP incorporation specificity does
not solely result from differences in Kd, but probably also
from differences in kmax. This simplification would not
affect the validity of the model’s predictions significantly
because of the low probability of mis-incorporation; even
under 1 mM ATP/CTP/GTP and 50 mM UTP concentration, less than 1% of the TECs will undergo misincorporation, even at a U site.
k0, DG†b, DG†142 and sf
Among these four parameters, the pre-factor k0 is not
an independent parameter and was arbitrarily set to
109 sK1. As previously mentioned, to avoid extensive
back-tracking and forward-tracking in the predicted
RNAP kinetics, it was necessary to assume both large
back-tracked and forward-tracked barriers. To get the
values for DG†N;m4mG1 ; several assumptions were made to
simplify this rather complex problem. DG†N;m4mG1 was
assumed to be independent of N and was represented by
DG†m4mG1 : Because the back-tracked translocation modes
all have the same average (over all transcript sizes) state
energy, the back-tracked barrier heights were also
assumed to be the same for all the back-tracked modes
ðDG†b Þ: On the other hand, the forward-tracked translocation modes have an average state energy that increases
linearly with m, with slope sf, due to the gradual loss of
the RNA–DNA hybrid. Therefore, we assumed the
forward-tracked barrier heights to have the same slope
of sf (Figure 2(a)). Consequently, DG†142 was the lowest
forward-tracked barrier, and sf was computed to be
3.1 kBT per forward-tracking step.
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DG†b strongly affects the probability of RNAP pausing
due to back-tracking:
Pbacktracking ðNÞ Z

Z

kN;0/K1
k
z N;0/K1
kmain ðNÞ C kN;0/K1 kmain ðNÞ

k0
exp ½KðDG†b K DGN;0 Þ=kB T
kmain ðNÞ

parameter, we listed in Table 1 the largest of these two
sources of uncertainties for that parameter.
Normalized cross-correlation of transcription gel
intensity profiles

(7)

where the rate of back-tracking kN;0/K1 / kmain ðNÞ under
our typical experimental conditions. However, the relative probability of back-tracking between any two sites
with transcript lengths N1 and N2 on the template does
not depend on DG†b and is solely determined by the TEC
free energy:
Pbacktracking ðN1Þ kmain ðN2Þ
Z
exp ½ðDGN1;0 K DGN2;0 Þ=kB T
Pbacktracking ðN2Þ kmain ðN1Þ
(8)
DG†b

was tuned according to the DtR2 pause probability as
a function of time under two NTP concentrations in a
biochemical transcription gel (1 mM ATP/GTP/CTP and
210 mM UTP; and 1 mM of ATP/GTP/CTP and 60 mM
UTP) (Figure 3(e)).
Forward-tracked barrier heights affect the rates and
extent of forward-tracking. Some previous studies have
shown that extensive forward-tracking for 5–8 nt would
lead to dissociation of the TEC complex (termination).23
In the current model, we assumed that the TEC would
dissociate after RNAP forward-tracked 6 bp. It was found
in the simulation that, even though the forward-tracked
states were energetically unfavorable, a detectable portion of RNAP could forward-track to the dissociation
point if the DG†142 value was set too low, especially for
unstable TECs. This conflicts with the experimental
observation that premature termination rarely happens.
Once DG†142 was increased so that the predicted termination probability was negligible, the elongation kinetics
were no longer sensitive to the barrier height due to the
short dwell time and/or the low probability of forwardtracking. So DG†142 could not be tuned according to
available RNAP elongation data, and in the current
model, DG†142 was chosen to be high enough to prevent
termination.
We note that although the tuned activation barriers
under our assumptions work well in the simulation, this
choice of activation barriers may not be unique. Our
choice of activation barriers resulted in a very small
number of tuning parameters and thus greatly simplified
the simulation.

Uncertainties in the tuned parameters
Two factors influenced the determination of the
uncertainties of the tuned parameters listed in Table 1.
First, because these parameters were tuned according to
certain experimental data, uncertainties in the experimental data resulted in uncertainties in the tuned
parameters. Second, each parameter had an optimal
range of values outside of which the simulated and
experimental results started to deviate significantly.
Figure 2(b)–(d) shows how the square of the difference
between simulated and experimental data varied with
each parameter value. The uncertainty range of a
parameter was defined as the range that corresponded
to twice the minimum value of the square of the difference
between simulated and experimental data. For a
conservative estimate of the uncertainty in a tuned

The intensity profile was obtained by line scanning
through each lane on the experimental gel using Scion
Image (Scion Corporation). The horizontal axis of the
profile represents the positions on the gel, which depends
on the transcript length logarithmically. Using the
positions of ladders, we mapped the horizontal axis to
its corresponding transcript length in base-pairs (see
Figure 6(a) as an example), which could directly crosscorrelate with a corresponding simulated intensity profile
(Figure 6(b)). We used a normalized cross-correlation
function defined as:
Ð 0
dx ½f ðx 0 Þ K hf i½gðx C x 0 Þ K hgi
CðxÞ Z qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(9)
Ð 0
Ð
dx ½f ðx 0 Þ K hf i2 dx 0 ½gðx 0 Þ K hgi2
where f(x) and g(x) are the two functions to be crosscorrelated. The result of the normalized cross-correlation
is shown in Figure 6(c).
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